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"Equilibrium" means orphic songs with a rock edge astir know loss, exult and a Gaelic goddess with a

Gallic name. For fans of Tori Amos, Natalie Merchant, Evanescence, Kate Bush, and Peter Gabriel. 5

MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: Delicate Equilibrium Songs Details: "This EP is packed with a

new brand of rock. It is powerful yet subdued, intelligent yet not pretentious. The worst thing I can say

astir the release is that the five songs leave you wanting more." --Dennis Halsey

BestFemaleMusicians.com "Alice Marie is a star! And by star, I don't mean just as a musician. Those

songs had to come from someplace way beyond music." --Les Reynolds indie-music.com "'So Long' is a

rock anthem waiting to hit the airwaves.'" --Anna Maria Stjarnell CollectedSounds.com "Alice Marie offers

the best of both worlds: intelligent yet ethereal songs that have memorable hooks and aren't afraid to

explode. Equilibrium is brilliant!" --Bob Leone Projects Director Songwriters Hall of Fame, New York "Alice

Marie's songs go right through you like a lightning bolt." --Michelle Colletti Creative Evolution As the title

of her debut EP suggests, Alice Marie likes to balance the earthy with the spiritual for just the right

"equilibrium." The proof is in the way the lush, introspective "Lipstick Diaries" erupts into a volcanic "So

Long" with its manic guitars that then give way to a haunting harp and cinematic sounds in "Madeleine," a

song selected for Virt Records' Undiscovered Gems (also available through CD Baby). And just when you

think you've got the New York-based singer-songwriter figured out, she makes you dig deeper with "The

Seed," a song that typifies her brand of sensual and haunting rock that both reveals and heals. The voice

of this Gaelic-hearted Brazilian is alternately bold and delicate, inspiring comparisons to Natalie

Merchant, Alanis Morissette, and Sarah McLachlan, while some of her dramatic arrangements display the

influence of Kate Bush and Tori Amos. Alice Marie has performed at the Bitter End, The Living Room,

Arlene's Grocery, and Bluestockings Bookstore in NYC as well as Borders Bookstore and Maxwell's in
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New Jersey. Her songs have aired on Harris Radio, NTG Radio, and Radio Crystal Blue. Her full-length

follow-up CD called Angels Near is now available at cdbaby.com/alicemarie2, two tracks of which have

been chosen for Mindful Lullabies, a CD to benefit RAINN (available at cafepress.com) To subscribe for

updates, visit AliceMarieand to order Undiscovered Gems, the Virt CD, go to cdbaby.com/undiscovered

gems
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